
Conveners: Dejan Djokić (Goldsmiths, University of London), Hannes Grandits (Humboldt University Berlin)

Contact person: Julian Sandhagen, student assistant, sandhaju@hu-berlin.de

Venue: Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, Main Building, Room 2249a
Day 1 (16 March 2017)
18-19:00 Public lecture (followed by wine reception, 19:00-19:30)
'Which way to the past? On problematics of constructing a history of Serbia'
Dejan Djokić (Goldsmiths, University of London)

Introduction: Hannes Grandits (HU, Berlin)

Working dinner for participants 20:00 at „Gaffel Haus Berlin“

Day 2 (17 March 2017)
[panels open to workshop participants only]

Panel 1: Dis/continuities 10:00-11:30

'Just a typical state formation in the Middle Ages? Serbia's origin and rapid expansion before Kosovo'
Johannes Niehoff-Panagiotidis (FU, Berlin)

'From Ottoman „Old Serbia“ to Yugoslav „South Serbia“: continuities and discontinuities'
Nathalie Clayer (CETOBaC-EHESS, Paris)

'Continuity in times of discontinuity? Informal behavior in Serbia in the 19th and 20th centuries'
Klaus Buchenau (University of Regensburg)

Chair & discussant:
Radina Vučetić (University of Belgrade)

Break 11:30-11:50

Panel 2: Wider context & exceptionalism 11:50-13:20

'Serbian state building in the 19th century in a comparative perspective'
Hannes Grandits (HU, Berlin)

'Building Serbia: global context and regional entanglements'
Marie-Janine Calic (LMU, Munich)

'Serbs and Russians in Yugoslav and Soviet dissolution: which case is the exceptional one?'
Veljko Vujačić (European University, St Petersburg/Oberlin College)

Chair & discussant:
Lucy Riall (EUI, Florence)

Lunch break 13:20-14:30

Panel 3: Legacies of the past 14:30-16:00

'Coming to terms with the legacy of war in the first fifteen years: post-1990s Serbia and post-Second World War (West) Germany compared'
Jasna Dragović-Soso (Goldsmiths, University of London)

'From nationalist mobilization to military paralysis: why the Serbs are weak nationalists'
Xavier Bougarel (CETOBaC-EHESS, Paris)

'The re-interpretation of the Second World War and its legacies in contemporary Serbia'
Milan Ristović (University of Belgrade)

Chair & discussant:
Christian Goeschel (University of Manchester)

Break 16:00-16:20

Panel 4: Conclusions and further plans 16:20-17:30

All participants

Chairs: Dejan Djokić & Hannes Grandits

Workshop dinner 20:00 at „Joseph Roth Diele“